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2.

SANCTUARY
INFORMATION
Country

South Africa
Cnr. Canary & Dorbie Street Cottesloe,

Address

Auckland Park, Johannesburg, 2092

Postal Address

PostNet Suite #340, Private Bag X 9, Melville, 2109

Telephone

+27 11 726 7318

Email

info@woodside.co.za

Website

www.woodside.co.za

Bank

Standard Bank
JD Hill & Company - Chartered Accountants (South Africa)
196 Elston Ave, Benoni, 150

Registered Auditors

Nature of the Organisation

Non-Profit
PBO: 18/11/13/1075
NPO: 000-819

Registration Number

Sharon Ackerman (Chairperson), Prof. Annie
Temane

(Vice-Chairperson),

Paul

Westcott

(Treasurer), Georg Knoke, Paul Kasango, Denise

Board Members

Griffin, Tersia Jacobs, Peter Alexander

Vision

Mission

To significantly contribute towards the Social

Woodside is committed to:

Development of South Africa’s disability services
by providing a centre of safety and excellence in

Offer the highest standards of holistic nursing care

holistic

for our residents with our service models designed

nursing

care

and

stimulation

for

profoundly intellectually disabled persons.

to deliver a tailored package of care to each
individual. This service is given within a respectful

To offer help and hope to discouraged families

and caring service-orientated environment.

and inspiration, encouragement and training to
our dedicated staff and students in caring for our

Creating a culture of continuous professional

residents.

development and to always share our knowledge
and expertise with other agencies in this field.
Always being accountable to our staff, residents,
parents and donors through an accessible open
door policy.
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A LETTER FROM THE
It is with great humility that I write this

robust and effective capacity building

message. I have always believed that to

programme exemplifies the tensions and

effect change, we need active

trade-offs that organisations face when

involvement as opposed to commentary

adapting to change. In other words,

from the side-lines. The past few years

Woodside views capacity building as an

have been difficult and challenging for

investment in the effectiveness and

Woodside. Registered 65 years ago,

future sustainability of our non-profit, and

Woodside is a resilient organisation with

it is for this reason that Woodside has

deep roots in our community and the

been vigorously exploring the possibility

greater expanses of the Mental

of developing Woodside’s unused land

Healthcare sector. Over the years,

area, into an effective and sustained

Woodside has garnered support and built

income generator for possible Student

up a significant reputation as a warm and

Housing Models.

welcoming centre that is well-known in
the NGO sector, as a place where many

Woodside has established a proud record

families have sought out safety, and care

of delivering quality disability nursing

for their profoundly disabled loved ones.

services, and innovation in sensory
stimulation and development. Capacity

Woodside has always striven to be open

building well done in the non-profit

and transparent with donors, supporters

sector, I believe, is a critical answer to the

and other stakeholders on how it deals

extraordinary uncertainty we face, and

with challenges. In fact, this can be the

also to the tremendous political pressure

true test of an organisation that it is able

under which most non-profits are

and willing to not only share its

operating in these unprecedented times.

accomplishments, but also its challenges.

Woodside is committed to ensuring our
sustainability and playing a pivotal role in

2020 has been an extremely tumultuous

governance and advocacy for Mental

year for the Non-Profit Sector, not least

Healthcare Users. Capacity building right

concerning the challenges around

now is arguably the most important

funding deficits against the backdrop of

investment the non-profit sector can

Political mishaps, and failures that are so

invest in, to ensure our ability to continue

prevalent today through the gross

to serve the most vulnerable in society.

mismanagement of public funding
affecting many sectors currently. The

Building human and community capital is

impact on businesses and the South

integral to strategic organisational

African economy as a whole due to the

investment, because it leverages the

COVID-19 pandemic, are only truly baring

impact of resources by strengthening

the harsh reality that lies ahead for Non-

organisations and increasing the

Profits such as Woodside. However it is

likelihood of our programme’s success.

my sincere believe that non-profits in fact

More importantly, investing in capacity

- all charitable foundations - exist for

building is part of our organisation’s

times like these. Times defined by crisis

ability to sustain itself over the long term.

and great need.

Effective capacity building benefits
organisations by helping to generate

Woodside has come to understand that

inclusive processes that strengthens

there are no silver bullets or magic

trust, and builds commitment and good

formulas that guarantee success. Across

relationships, not only with our staff, but

the sector, little agreement exists on

all invested Stakeholders. It is not a quick

where to begin or what to do. Instead, the

fix nor is it a one size fits all approach.

process of creating and maintaining a

However what Woodside has learnt, is
4.

GENERAL MANAGER
that capacity building initiatives tend to

2021. For those of you who have tirelessly

be more effective when they are

committed time and energy to the

conceived as part of an ongoing strategic

success of our organisation, I thank you.

commitment aligned to our vision and

For the many of you who are new, I

mission statements.

welcome you to the Woodside family. I
look forward to working with all of you in

I want to take this opportunity to thank

2021.

members of Woodside’s Management
Committee for their invaluable

For an organisation that is 65 years old,

contributions to the many board

our operational agility is truly remarkable.

deliberations in guiding myself as General

We realise now that the strategic work

Manager, through undoubtedly one of the

we have been pursuing these last few

toughest years in Woodside’s history.

years has prepared us well for this new

Furthermore I expressly want to thank the

world with more demands and far fewer

incredible staff of Woodside for their

resources. But it is precisely because of

patience and continued unwavering

these uncertain circumstances that the

support over the National Lockdown,

job of Woodside Sanctuary is crystal

even at huge sacrifice to their own

clear: to help keep our non-profit

wellbeing and that of their families in

organisation healthy so that, in turn,

ensuring the continuation of care of

Woodside can move from merely

Woodside’s angels. They have kept the

maintaining the status quo, to addressing

organisation on an even keel and

the need for financial survival, because

continued to offer Woodside’s

my preferred mantra and credo remains

programmes and services, seamlessly,

one of future sustainability. However, this

with loyalty, compassion and an

is only possible if all parties involved

unrivalled dedication.

work closely together and have the same
goal in mind. That is our motivation. That

In particular, I would like to thank

is our passion. That is our duty.

Woodside’s generous benefactors who
have not only continued to support

Never before have I been more grateful

Woodside financially, but have also

and honoured to have been appointed

provided moral support and shown

General Manager, and trusting of my

confidence in Woodside despite the

Board, Staff, Stakeholders, Families, and

trying times we have experienced. We

of our numerous incredible Benefactors

trust they will continue to support

than I have been this past year. Their

Woodside as we map out new strategies

dedication to doing what is right is

and put in place resolutions equipped to

unparalleled, as has been their

take the organisation forward under clear

willingness to put in the time and effort to

and good governance to avoid liability

properly position Woodside for strength

such as fraud and financial scandals. And

in these very difficult times.

also to cope with changing regulations,
natural disasters, cyber threats,

Yours in service always,

reputational risks and, recently, social

Kirsten Williams

morality in the competent discharge of
our duties.
As you read this annual report, we hope it
will remind you of our recent successes
and energise you for the future as you
envision the mission of Woodside into
5.

SOCIAL WORKER'S
REPORT
The Residents:

an element of support and education

serve our organisation. She then

Through continued engagement and

evident in these meetings as they find

explained that they are still struggling

support from the team at Woodside

answers to some of their concerns

with transport at the department, but

Sanctuary, we have managed to secure

without any senior staff member

they will try to come provided that they

all the disability grants for our residents

intervening as that concern is raised.

get the mobile service vehicle on time. If

who qualify over the past year.

that takes forever, then we will be left
Additional tasks:

with no choice but to take our residents

Those of our residents who benefit from

Continued engagement with other

into their offices. It is one of the busiest

continued counselling sessions have

organisations has been maintained. So

offices, but the supervisor had made a

been attending afternoon sessions. This

much so that we have managed to

promise that should we manage to

has helped in behaviour management

secure two social work students from

come, they will attend to us before

and reduced throwing of temper

Wits who did their practicals online with

anyone else to reduce the time that our

tantrums.

Woodside in 2020. This forms part of our

residents will have to spend in their

contribution as an organisation to the

office which is always packed with

The Staff:

development of future professionals who

citizens that are in need of their services.

The staff have opened up to more

will be able to identify and work with

counselling sessions. The number of

children and adults, living with profound

Staff - There will be a continuation in the

sessions that have been conducted is

intellectual and physical disabilities.

provision of individual and group

quite a lot over the past few months. All

support, educational and counselling

the sessions are conducted in the

Plans going forward:

services. These will all be scheduled for

afternoon when the residents are taking

Residents - Some of our residents will be

the afternoon when the residents are

their afternoon naps. This is aimed at

turning 18 years old during the course of

taking their afternoon nap. Unless it is an

ensuring that as much as the staff

the year. The plan is to continue working

emergency that needs immediate

continues to benefit from the sessions,

closely with the South African Social

attention.

the well-being of the residents is also

Security Agency (SASSA), to ensure that

taken into account. More so as the

all the residents receive their disability

Additional plans - Over the past few

residents require supervision and total

grants on time.

months, there have been constant

care at all times.

interactions with other organisations.
There is also a need to continue

This is something that will be continued

Along with the nursing department, we

engaging with the Department of Home

to ensure that referrals of service users

conduct weekly meetings with all the

Affairs for them to visit us on site and

who might benefit from being part of

staff members where we request the

assist our residents to get their Identity

Woodside Sanctuary know that we are

highest attendance. It is in using this

Documents.

available. For the coming year, there is a

platform where the staff get to raise

need to place some form of emphasis

their concerns and what they are happy

There was an attempt to talk to the

and time into community work, and this

with in a group setting. There is always

supervisor in the office that is meant to

will be one of our goals.

6.

General Reflections:

The year has been filled with a lot of learning opportunities, both at a professional and personal level for me. I have seen
the staff members opening up to counselling sessions on issues that are very personal and close to their hearts. This for me
highlighted the level of trust that we have managed to establish since my first appointment. Families have also opened up
to some level of counselling and assistance with issues that relate to their well-being and that of their children under our
care. This is an ongoing progress, but the little process that I have witnessed over the past few months has really touched
me and made me realise the significance of striving for family reunification (getting families to be more involved in the lives
of our residents). Through the support of the team at Woodside, we will get to a point where there is full participation from
families in the lives of our residents.
We did plan on community work, but I feel there was not enough commitment into making sure that the goal and objectives
we had were followed through. I would like to see an increased commitment to our community work as a team, following on
the steps that were set out by our General Manager through the community outreach programmes she headed during the
course of 2020.
From the meetings with Wits, supervisors working in different organisations, they got to know about Woodside Sanctuary
and contacts were exchanged to increase the scope of referrals. This was a space where I felt would not only benefit
Woodside in terms of admissions, but the people living with intellectual disabilities in different parts of our society. I
managed to exchange contact numbers with some of the supervisors. We will do so again in the other meetings scheduled
over the coming months.
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COVID - 19
REPORT
On 15th March 2020, the President of

Woodside prohibited any residents

range of medical conditions in-house

South Africa, in a national address,

from going out or leaving Woodside

and limit referrals to medical facilities.

announced the declaration of the Covid-

even for day visits.

These precautions ensured that the risk

19 (also known as the Coronavirus)

Woodside’s Day Care was closed

of exposure to COVID-19 was greatly

pandemic as a "national disaster" and

down.

reduced for our staff and residents. For

declared our country to be in a State of

Family members were asked to

example, before the pandemic, if a

National Disaster. A National Lockdown

refrain from visiting at all from the

resident had presented with pneumonia

was announced, which began on the

17th of March 2020 until the

they would be transferred to hospital for

26th March 2020 and only essential

restrictions were relaxed and we

admission and treatment, however, with

service staff were allowed to travel to

notified them that visits could

the wider range of medication we were

and from work. The Novel Corona Virus

resume.

able to treat these residents in our

(COVID-19) which is now present in every

All staff were given hygiene care

sickbay if needed.

country in the world, has taken over a

packs, including masks, sanitizers,

million lives and is spreading at an
alarming rate.
Due to the declaration of COVID-19 as a
National Disaster, Woodside went into
self quarantine on the 17th of March
2020. This was a very difficult decision
to make, but after consulting with the
Department of Health, Mental Health
Advisory, SANC Nursing Council as well
as various medical opinions and taking
into account the immunocompromised
status of our residents, this was the
safest option for all residents and staff.
All visits were stopped and no resident

and gloves and were required to

Woodside had its first COVID-19 positive

wear these at all times.

test on the 7th July 2020 and it was

All staff were instructed to wear face

decided that we should test every

masks, gloves and aprons at all times

resident and staff member to check the

No deliveries were allowed past our

COVID status of everyone at Woodside.

first security gate at reception.

170 COVID tests were conducted and we

Temperature checks and health

ended with 50 residents and 20 staff

checks were applied daily on all staff

members that tested positive for COVID-

and residents.

19. Strict isolation procedures were

Sanitation and screening stations

implemented and all positive and

were set up at all entry and exits

negative residents were separated into

points.

red, orange and green zones, as per

No more than 50 residents and staff

NICD guidelines and positive staff were

were allowed to gather at any point

sent home.

due to the immunocompromised
health of our residents.

With such high numbers of positive
residents, we were very fortunate that

were allowed to leave Woodside

Woodside ordered additional medication

no deaths ,due to COVID, were recorded.

Sanctuary. Whilst South Africa remained

that included antibiotics, steroids,

We did, however, sadly lose a resident

in a National State Disaster, the

vitamins and pain medication. This was

due to aspiration Pneumonia, which was

following precautions were taken:

to increase our ability to manage a wider

not related to COVID-19. We are very
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proud of the fact that, all residents and

during the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure

the full-time care they required in order

staff, who presented with COVID-19,

that all the residents still received the

to live happy and healthy lives. We thus

made a full recovery. With the pro-

various stimulation therapies, not only to

provided all our staff with care packs,

active guidance from our General

relieve any boredom, but also to keep

consisting of hand sanitiser, masks,

Manager and nursing interventions from

them active and to prevent any

gloves and Vitamin C, during their on

our incredibly knowledgeable nursing

behavioural issues from arising. To

and off duty time, during the lockdown.

management team, regarding

accomplish this we needed to adjust the

progressive medical

way that duties were performed to take

The fundraising team’s support with the

the first positive test until the last,

infection control principles into account

COVID Care campaign and fundraising

helped to keep all those who were

and ensure Woodside Sanctuary

during this period ensured that

COVID positive, stable and well. The vast

remained a safe environment for our

Woodside had the funds needed to

majority of those with COVID were

residents and staff. The big positive this

continue protecting all residents and

asymptomatic; however, two of our

year is that the residents in general were

staff with the correct PPE, hand sanitiser

residents were symptomatic and needed

much healthier and less in need of

and cleaning materials.

high doses of steroids, but responded

intense medical interventions as most

well to the treatment given.

medical conditions were treated at

COVID-19 will continue to be a threat for

Woodside Sanctuary and no referrals

a long time to come and the positive

were required.

team work between all departments in

treatment from

Woodside Sanctuary did fogging of the
whole facility when COVID-19 positive

Woodside will continue to ensure the

cases were diagnosed and restricted

Due to the suddenness and severity of

movement within the facility, thus

the COVID-19 outbreak in South Africa,

ensuring that each ward was separated

Woodside had to deal with many

as an additional point of containment.

unexpected expenses, such as PPE

This helped us to ensure that if any

(Personal Protective Equipment),

further outbreaks occurred that the virus

medications, hand sanitisers and

would be contained in the specific ward

additional cleaning agents. We felt that

and not spread to the rest of the home.

the first step in ensuring the well-being
and good health of our residents was

We felt that it was imperative to

ensuring the health of our dedicated

continue all stimulation programmes

staff, as they provide the residents with

9.

safety of all residents and staff.

NURSING
AND STAFF
Training:

We often say that working at Woodside is

be tremendously missed by all within the

a calling, not just a job, and our amazing

Woodside family. Ilse Harmse has been

staff continue to show us that this is truly

appointed as Woodside’s new

the case. The empathy and compassion

Bookkeeper and joined the team on the

they have for our residents is always

2nd of November 2020. We wish her the

inspiring, but the sacrifices made,

very best in her position, and look forward

dedication and commitment they have

to working with her. A big congratulations

shown throughout the almost

is given to Minah Leatswe on her well-

insurmountable challenges we have

deserved promotion. Minah has been in

Stimulation is a vital part of the care

faced this year have been nothing short

the employ of Woodside Sanctuary for

given to all the residents at Woodside as

of heroic. The Committee offers it's

thirty-seven years as one of our Staff

it engages their brains, prevents boredom

deepest thanks to each and every one of

Controllers, and has done a sterling job.

and thus reduces chances of behavioural

our incredible staff for all they have done

Minah has taken the newly created

problems. We aim to develop each

through the year to help us ensure that

position of Operations and Programme

resident to their full potential and our

we were able to continue to provide our

Assistant, to support the General

stimulation team is a crucial aspect of

much needed services.

Management of Woodside and ensure

this process.

efficient capacity building.
The general health of our residents has
improved, largely due to the more
frequent reviews by our medical team.

We continue with providing in-service
training to all staff to ensure that levels of
care of our residents are maintained at
the highest possible level at all times.
Stimulation Department:

The Stimulation Department had some
changes this year as well, with Jenny

Challenges:

Chetty resigning from her full-time role
Medication and dry stores are still a

as our Remedial Teacher (which she has

During the COVID-19 pandemic we have

challenge and needs to be managed with

occupied for 11 years), to a supervisory

increased our medical capability to treat

care. The support of Government

role within that department, where she

as many residents as possible in house

medical facilities remains very difficult

will be supporting the new staff and

and only using referrals as our last resort.

and frustrating, as the majority of the

continuing to grow the department. This

We have been able to successfully

residents at Woodside can't access the

has enabled us to change the remedial

manage many medical conditions and

private health care sector.

school and offer a greater stimulation

reduce the risk of infection for our
residents by keeping them at the
Sanctuary.
COVID-19 has changed how we
implement the general management of

Ensuring dental care is problematic and
trying to get support from the

New Stimulation Team structure:

government sector is challenging to say

Learning Support Department:

the least. We are still trying different

Supervisor: Jenny Chetty

options to resolve this issue.

Senior Learning Support Assistant:

residents, and regular screening of

Woodside’s residents continue to grow

residents, and staff has helped to ensure

older, and we are starting to experience

all have remained safe at at all times.

new geriatric medical conditions. These

We have had some staffing changes at
Woodside this year, and we are proud to
announce the appointment of Catherine
Khumalo as the new Nursing
administrator, and Nomthandazo Maqaqa
as the new Receptionist. We wish both
these ladies all the best in their new

programme to our residents.

Alice Moloto
Learning Support Assistant:
Matshidiso Masemola

geriatric conditions are making the

Alice has an ECD level 1-3 and Matshidiso

medical and general management of

has a Higher Diploma in Adult basic

these residents different to our general

education and advanced certificate in

population. Residents are also outliving

education. They are the best candidates

their trusts and families, which creates a

and have the academic backing required

host of additional management

for the role.

challenges.
Stimulation Department:

roles. Additionally, it is with great sadness

Medical expenses rose drastically during

that I must announce that Colleen Otto

Supervisor: Maria Batholomew

the COVID pandemic and we are grateful

our Bookkeeper will be retiring, after

Senior Stimulation Department

to our benefactors who supported

eleven years of dedicated and selfless

Coordinator: Jabu Funeka

Woodside during this difficult time.

Stimulation Department Coordinator:

service to Woodside Sanctuary, she will

10.

Margaret Simelane.

VOLUNTEERS AND
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Non-profit Organisations, such as

Our thanks are extended to Tersia

Our sincere thanks are extended to our

Woodside Sanctuary, rely heavily on the

Rautenbach and Rita Busser for providing

resident handymen, Mr. Johan Du Toit

generosity and kindness of those who are

haircuts for our residents before the

and Mr. Ivan Dodzo. Thank you for your

willing to freely give of their time to lend

COVID lockdown, and to Michelle Roberts

unwavering support and always being

a helping hand.

for coming to Woodside once restrictions

there when we need you.

had lessened to cut the hair of all the
This year, due to COVID and the

resident's at a much reduced rate.

A special thank you to Angus Computers
for assisting us when issues with our

restrictions which we needed to adhere
to, in order for us to ensure the safety

In addition to our Volunteers, we also rely

computers and printers arise. Woodside

and well-being of, not only, those in our

greatly on the compassion and

appreciates your willingness to help

care but also our staff, we have not had

understanding of our suppliers, many of

always.

as many volunteers to Woodside as we

whom have assisted us for many years.
We offer a very big thank you to Mr. David

have had in previous years. While we only
had a small number of volunteers this

We wish to offer our thanks to JM Motors

Taljaard from Mawasha. David has been

year, we are still eternally grateful for the

for always assisting us by repairing our

assisting Woodside with all the repairs

generous assistance they were able to

vehicles. Sadly, Mr. James Muller , the

and installations that have been needed

provide to us before the lockdown

owner of JM Motors tragically passed

in our laundry. We thank him for his

commenced.

away this year. His loss has saddened us

dedication and for always making a plan

greatly and his kindness and generosity

to assist us.

A special thanks is due to Elize Klut and

will always be remembered. We offer our

Margaret Simelane for the church

deepest condolences to his family and

Woodside has recently changed our

services they administer for our staff, and

loved ones.

office network, and we would like to offer
our most sincere thanks to Anthony van

for kindly assisting with carrying out
Memorial Services for families of our

We gratefully thank Feedem, our

Aswegen, Marjorie Nel, Lunga Mxolisi,

residents and for staff members we have

caterers, and especially Dorothy Khope

Peace Shabangu and the entire team

lost.

and her dedicated staff for not only

from Ulink intelligent solutions for always

always providing healthy and nutritious

assisting us with any issues with our

We also wish to thank Estie du Plessis for

meals for our residents but for also

network. Your kindness and

monitoring our Physiotherapy Programme

always providing exceptional catering for

understanding of our environment is most

for 33 years. Estie decided that it was

any events and functions at Woodside.

gratefully appreciated.

time for her to take a well deserved rest,
and has retired this year. Estie, we will

We also wish to thank Cristal Solutions

miss you greatly and we are forever

and Heather Dietrich, for all that they do

grateful to you for your service to

to assist us with staffing matters

Woodside, and our residents.

throughout the year. We are very grateful.
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QUOTES FROM
"During this difficult time it’s been so hard being so far from Sharita.
The team at Woodside constantly reassured me that she was well
and that she was surrounded by her friends and family at Woodside.
The regular updates regarding the COVID-19 status at Woodside has really
helped to calm me too. A special thank you to Pat and Tania for your care,
for always responding to my texts and calls and for assisting me to make
contact with Sharita whenever I wanted to. It really feels like Sharita is at
home when I call and always get a lovely warm voice, always happy to
hear from me - Sharita’s sister from Australia! Thank you so much for all
your love and care and for keeping Sharita safe. God Bless you all."
- Dr Natashia Dilla, Melbourne, Australia

·"We as the Rodrigues family cannot express enough of how thankful
and grateful we are for Woodside and everyone that is part of this
remarkable Team. We can only pray and ask God to enlarge
Woodside territory and Bless Woodside in abundance."
“As we express our gratitude we must never forget that the highest
appreciation Is not to utter words, but to live by them.” By JF Kennedy
- The Rodrigues Family

A Parent’s Thank you
For all your patience – day to day, For every tear you wipe away,
For little hands you gently hold, And all the stories you have told,
For your consoling, tender heart, For all the wisdom you impart,
For silly songs and quiet times, For peaceful naps and nursery rhymes,
For teaching children how to share, For being kind & being fair,
For every shoe that you have tied, And thoughtful words that inspire pride,
For all the sweet things that you do,To help the children all year through,
For being there in place of us…..We’re grateful... and we’ll always be.
Unknown Author
- Contributed by Mr. & Mrs. Herndler)

"Woodside is truly amazing and we as a family are truly blessed and
eternally grateful for everything that has been done over the past few
months in ensuring the wellbeing of Moekie and the rest of our
beloved residents of Woodside Sanctuary."
- The Ayob Family
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OUR FAMILIES
"Woodside 36 jaar van seeninge, versorging en liefde. Van 1984 af is
Jackie in Woodside al wat ons die jare kan se is DANKIE en geseend is
Woodside. Julle doen als met passie en liefde. Niemand kan meer
omgee vir ons Engele as Woodside staf. GOD BLESS."
- Christine Terblanche

"Woodside means a lot to me, it’s like a family because they
take good care of my little Angel Lia."
- Esther Sithole

"My Erica is a nonverbal autistic child. For many years she has been in
centres where she was not understood or stimulated and often
physically mistreated. I have finally found this wonderful place where
she is finally understood and accepted. She is happy stimulated and
so well cared for. Words are not enough to thank the wonderful staff
for taking care of her with so much love and compassion. Love and
light to everyone at Woodside."
- Joey Booyzen

Trying to explain how Woodside Sanctuary has had an impact on me
as a parent and Osinachi is like trying to count the stars. As I write this
quote my heart breaks and tears run down my face because it has
given me and Osinachi hope when there was no more hope for us. The
day that Woodside Sanctuary stepped into our lives everything
changed into something meaningful. I am so thankful and cannot
thank all the staff enough. I appreciate from the bottom of my heart
the way they take care on my precious gift Osinachi.
- Asanda Halana

"Woodside, thank you for being home to those we love most in the
world.. Your love shines bright."
- Donna Forman
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FUNDRAISING
Bringing funds and resources into

These are social events and restrictions

and would especially like to thank

Woodside is crucial to our survival, and

put in place during lockdown would not

Telesure/ Auto & General, The Anglo

we depend greatly on our Fundraising

allow for them to take place. This was also

American Chairman’s Fund, the Mary

Department to do just that.

true for donor visits, and while we are

Oppenheimer and Daughters Foundation

saddened that Woodside never saw as

(now the Kavod Trust), the Clive Smith

Since a number of our residents are either

many visitors this year as we have in

Charitable Trust, the Doreen Muller

orphaned, abandoned or have families

previous years, we wanted to do all that

Charitable Trust, the Kirkness Charitable

who are just not in a position to support

we could in order to ensure that our

Trust, The Mary Maitland Davison

them financially, it falls to Woodside to

residents stayed safe and healthy. So

Testamentary Trust and the John & Elsie

raise the funds to enable us to provide

allowing visits was simply not an option.

Barrow Foundation for their exceptional

care to those most in need.

We are looking forward to the time when

support over the last year.

Woodside will once again be able to open
Thankfully we did continue to receive

our doors to all visitors.

funding from Government and fees from

We would also like to thank the James
Ritchie Charitable Testamentary Trust for

parents/ families who were able to

We have continued to maintain

their incredible donation of chemicals and

contribute to the full cost of care of their

relationships with our existing donors

cleaning products which were given to

loved ones. These funds, however, only

throughout this year and have even found

Woodside in January 2020, and for the

cover a portion of the total costs which

some new supporters. Social media has

amazingly generous award of an

are needed for us to provide the best

proven to be a great ally in this, as it has

additional Grant for cleaning chemical

care and assistance to all our residents,

allowed us to keep our donors and

which we were informed of in September.

and the balance of the funds needed

supporters up-to-date with the

This wonderful assistance has and will

must be raised through our various

happenings at Woodside and the various

help greatly in reducing Woodside’s

Fundraising activities.

challenges and successes we have

overall running costs.

experienced during this year.
Non-Profits such as Woodside Sanctuary

We would like to, once again, offer our

rely heavily on donations (not only

This year also saw some changes take

deepest thanks to WesBank and their

monetary but also gifts in kind, time

place within the Fundraising department,

phenomenal team, for the incredible

(volunteers) and expertise) in order to

with Mrs. Loné Lourens being promoted to

assistance that they provided to us in

continue to operate. Thus the Fundraising

the post of Marketing and Fundraising

securing a grant from The First Rand

Department is regularly placed under

Manager and Mrs. Refiloe Poffu being

Volunteers 2020 People with Disabilities

massive pressure to raise the funding

promoted to the role of the Marketing and

Drive. Part of this grant was used to

needed to enable the Sanctuary to

Fundraising Coordinator. We wish these

purchase scuba material face masks for all

continue to provide a place of safety and

ladies all the best and offer our thanks to

our staff and the remainder was used to

the very best care and assistance to our

them for their hard work and continued

purchase linen for our wards. The

residents.

efforts trying to bring in the much needed

continued generous assistance we receive

funding and support to Woodside.

from WestBank is most gratefully

This year has proven to be more
challenging than most, mainly due to the

appreciated.

Fundraising Highlights

unprecedented effect which COVID-19
has had, on not only South Africa but the

Woodside continues to rely greatly on the

world as a whole. It is not an easy task to

kindness and generosity of donors and the

request assistance from donors when

community for our existence. Fundraising

many corporates and individuals are

during this challenging time has been

trying their best just to make ends meet,

extremely difficult. However the continued

so that they are able to survive this crisis

support of our donors and supporters has

too.

never wavered and we simply cannot

“IT’S NOT HOW MUCH WE
GIVE, ...

thank them all enough for their incredible
Sadly COVID has also affected yearly

assistance during this past year.

events and functions that Woodside
either hosts or takes part in such as

We have been successful in applying for

Buddy Day and Nelson Mandela Day.

and receiving a number of Grants this year
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BUT HOW MUCH LOVE WE
PUT INTO GIVING.”
-Mother Teresa

Woodside received an exceptional

cannot thank Mrs. Freudenheim and Mrs.

preventative items, in order to maintain

bequest this year on the 11th February

Proudfoot enough for taking time out of

the health and well-being of all at

2020, from the Estate of the Late Barbara

their extremely busy schedules to come

Woodside. This was not an easy task, but

Ann Nicholson. Mrs. Nicholson was one of

and visit Woodside and to learn more

through our COVID Care campaign and the

Woodside’s founders and had continued

about us.

incredible support of our donors and
especially the families of our residents we

to support us up until her passing. We feel
extremely honoured that Mrs. Nicholson

As always we wish to offer our most

were able to raise much of the funding

selected us and one of her beneficiaries,

sincere thanks to the wonderful staff of

needed as a contribution to the

and are eternally grateful for all that she

Bernina RSA, who are always willing to

unbudgeted expenses which arose as a

did in support of our Sanctuary.

jump in and assist us with our sewing

result of COVID. We offer our deepest

needs. Whether it is cutting and sewing

thanks to all who contributed towards this

We offer our deepest thanks to Marley

new nappies, face clothes or bibs, we can

essential campaign.

Roofing, who have been avid supporters

always count on them. We are eternally

of Woodside since the disastrous collapse

grateful for their extraordinary kindness

This year we have begun to have a look at

of our Physiotherapy roof in June 2018, In

and willingness to help.

new and innovative ways in which to

December 2019, Marley gave us an
unbelievably generous donation of roof

A most heartfelt thanks to the incredible

tiles, which will be used to re-tile the

Rotarians from the Rotary Club of

remaining older roofs of Woodside, We

Johannesburg New Dawn, and the

are incredibly grateful for this generosity.

Northcliff Rotary Club for the outstanding
support which they have offered to us.

approach fundraising especially under the
current climate. As such we have been
taking part in various online courses and
seminars, and have learned about new
and inventive tools and applications which
we will be making use of for our upcoming

We were incredibly blessed to have an

Whether by lifting our spirits or donating

exceptionally magical Christmas for our

to our various campaigns words are simply

staff and residents in December, and

not enough to thank them for all that they

would like to offer our most heartfelt

have done to support us. We would

thanks to Mr. R. du Plessis, who supplied

especially like to thank both Rotary Clubs,

the catering for our functions. JNPR –

and Professor Yusuf Moosa from the

together with their client – Uber Eats and

Department of Mental Health, for coming

De La Salle Holy Cross College for

to Woodside on the 20th of October, to

audience. In order for us to qualify as a

ensuring that all our residents received a

present a Rotary Family Health Days SA

GlobalGiving partner we needed to create

wonderful gift, as well as WesBank for

Certificate of Recognition to Woodside's

a campaign, and take part in and reach

their incredible additional gifts and for

hardworking and dedicated Nursing team,

specific objectives during the GlobalGiving

bringing Santa to Woodside. It was truly a

for their tremendous efforts especially

June Accelerator programme. We are

joyous experience for all.

during the COVID-19 pandemic. We

proud to report that our Woodside’s

cannot thank yo enough for this wonderful

Angels campaign proved to be a great

acknowledgement of our Nursing Team's

success and thanks to the incredible

hard work and dedication.

generosity and support of regular and new

On the 7th of February Woodside received
a visit from Victoria Freudenheim (One of
the Oppenheimer daughters) and her Trust
Administrator (Barbara Proudfoot), they

When COVID-19 hit South Africa, and our

requested a visit to Woodside while Mrs.

country was placed under lockdown, we

Freudenheim was in the country and we

were faced with the challenge of bringing

were delighted to accommodate them.

in funding to cover the costs of PPE and

The visit went extremely well, and we

various other COVID protective and

campaigns and appeals.
One of the tools which we decided to try
this year was GlobalGiving. This is a
worldwide platform from which charity
organisations (such as Woodside) are able
to request assistance from a global

donors alike we were able to reach our
goals and have officially qualified as
GlobalGiving Partners. We sincerely thank
all those who helped to make this project
a success, as their kindness and
generosity has given Woodside a great
opportunity, we now have access to all the
GlobalGiving Community resources, and
are able to place new campaigns on the
platform as often as we choose.
Woodside took part in the Jerusalema
challenge to try and raise awareness for
persons with disabilities. The video that
we made has been incredibly well
received and is by far our most popular
Facebook post. To date our post has
reached over 86.6K people, and this
number will continue to grow as more
people watch and share our post.
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DONOR LISTS
Continued / Extraordinary Support From Trusts &

Continued

Foundations

Individuals

/

Extraordinary

Nedbank Private Wealth Charities Division

Mrs. B. A. Nicholson (Bequest)

The Kavod Trust

Mr. R. du Plessis

The Doreen Muller Charitable Trust

Mr. N. E. J. Goodwin

BDO Wealth Advisers (Pty) Ltd

Mr. C. Qually

James Ritchie Charitable Testamentary Trust

Mrs. M. R. Birch

Anglo American Chairman’s Fund

Mr. & Mrs. D. Stevens

The National Lotteries Commission

Mrs. F. du Croq

The Kirkness Charitable Trust

Mr. J. Van Biljon

John & Elsie Barrow Foundation Trust

Ms. B. Austin

Charities Aid Foundation (CAF)

Mrs. E. Ingram

Kathleen Bush (Bell) Foundation

Mr. M. Mabika

St Columba’s Trust

Mr. P. Pascoe

The Carl & Emily Fuchs Foundation

Mrs. E. Davison

The Davies Foundation Trust

Mr. K. Parry

The Robert Niven Trust

Dr. P. J. Pienaar

The Celtic Trust

Mr. G. McKenzie

The Mary Maitland Davison Testamentary Trust

Mrs. P. Phirwo

Support

From

Mr. G. Healy
Continued

/

Extraordinary

Support

Mrs H. Struthers

From

Corporates
Continued / Extraordinary Support From Schools/

Telesure Group Services (Pty) Ltd

Colleges/ Universities

Auto and General Insurance Company Limited
and Unity Insurance Limited

De La Salle Holy Cross College

Trustgro Development

UJ Nursing Students

Karob Plastics

Baragwanath Nursing Students

My School

Ann Latsky Nursing College

Bernina RSA

WITS

Melville Kruisgemeente

Trinity House

CTP Limited

Pietersburg English Medium Prep School

Northcliff Rotary Club

Japari School

Northcliff Rotary Anns

Northcliff High School

Rotary Club Johannesburg New Dawn

Krugersdorp High School

CAF – Anglogold Ashanti
CAF – Sasol
The St Columba’s Presbyterian Church
Lewis Stores
Marley Roofing
WesBank
Netcare Rehabilitation
Raging River Trading
The Department of Education
ED Platform
Nedbank Local Hero
Clicks Group
VNK Financial Services Pty Limited
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FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2020

Donations received from members of the

EXPENSES

public, corporates and trusts for both
Our heartfelt thanks to all our service

normal donations and special projects

Operating expenses for the year were

providers for providing quality service to

amounted to R2 520 821, a worrying

R15 096 721 as at 31 March 2020 in

Woodside, for their continuous support,

decrease of R1 353 158. This includes an

comparison to R13 768 339 in the

assistance and assurance that the

amount of R 273 634 received in kind

previous financial year. The increase of

Sanctuary’s best interests are always a

(roof tiles and material for future use)

R1 328 382 or 9.6% can be attributed to:

priority.

from Marley Roofing. A bequest of
R 4 604 457 was received from the

Bad Debts increased by R 226 819. A

The audited financial statements for the

Estate of the Late BA Nicholson with

strict collection process has been

year ended 31 March 2020 have been

strict limitations regarding use of the

instituted to overcome this difficulty in

circulated and we wish to draw your

funds. The Management and Committee

recovering fees, which may be

attention to the following:

wish to express our thanks to all

exacerbated in the coming year as a

contributors for donations received as

result of Covid-19. There were two

these greatly assisted in allowing the

discharges in September 2019 as a result

sanctuary to continue to care for our

of non-payment of fees.

INCOME
Total Income for the financial year

residents.

ended 2020 as per the Income

Repairs and Maintenance decreased by

Statement was R17 358 913 compared to

Our Fundraising Department has put in a

R369 081. Costs in 2019 were exceptional

R13 698 431 in the previous financial

tremendous effort to raise funds. Each

as a result of the roof collapse.

year.

quarter appeals are sent to the public.
General appeals are sent out on an

Salaries and Outsourced Labour

The increase of R3 660 482 is due to the

annual basis to corporates and other

increased by R 1 070 816 (12.6%) and was

following factors:

sources. A major campaign was

in line with budget. An increase of 7.5%

launched via GlobalGiving Accelerator

was given to all the permanent staff.

Residents Fees reflect an increase of

Fund (an international crowd funding

Outsourced labour increase for the year

R314 615. A fee increase for the current

initiative) which was successful and is

was 7%. Staff changes during the year

financial year was set as 8%. During the

ongoing. The resultant funds were

were :

year we welcomed 6 new full paying

received after this financial year end.

residents and had 3 discharges. There

2 New Cleaners , New Enrolled Nurse,

were 82 paying residents. Four of

Government bed and disability grants at

extra shifts, Driver, Provident Fund

Woodside’s residents sadly passed

R 5 825 044 show an increase of 3%

increase, UIF, Kirsten therapy

away.

versus financial year 2019.

recommended by the Board. Noting also
that an amount of R 500,000 from Lotto

On 9 April, 2020, after 7 months of

Investments total R1 427 301 as at 31

fighting SASSA on suspended disability

March 2020 against R1 546 715 as at 31

grants, we got the four residents' full

March 2019 showing a drop of R119 414.

payments backdated.

These funds were utilized for the

of R2 321 502, before accounting for the

operational costs of the Sanctuary.

bequest of R 4 604 457, which then

Bad Debts Recovered was slightly below

was credited to salaries in 2019.
Overall the Sanctuary declared a deficit

produces a surplus of R 2 282 955.

2019 at R54 945. Our thanks to the

Cash resources are R5 861 158 as at 31

debtors department for securing the

March 2020 against the R2 286 488 as at

successful collection of long overdue

31 March 2019 , an increase of

accounts as well as previously written

R3 574 670. However, this includes the

off debt. It is getting more difficult to

Nicholson bequest.

collect outstanding monies, but the
board is investigating additional

Interest in the amount of R125 165 was

methods to collect.

earned for the year under review.
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INCOME & EXPENSES
FOR THE PERIOD 01 APRIL 2019 – 31 MARCH 2020

TOTAL

TOTAL

LOSS/

INCOME

EXPENSES

PROFFIT

APR

2019

R 679 237.51

R 1 189 259.12

- R 510 021.61

MAY

2019

R 453 352.58

R 1 272 196.17

- R 818, 43.59

JUN

2019

R 1 278 991.92

R 1 108 763.44

+ R 170 22848

JUL

2019

R 1 289 679.18

R 1 349 546.58

- R 59 867.40

AUG

2019

R 1 159 115.15

R 1 224 610.15

- R 65 495.26

SEP

2019

R 815 050.97

R 1 254 849.23

- R 439 798.26

OCT

2019

R 942 808.52

R 1 168 880.43

- R 226 071.91

NOV

2019

R 1 123 303.82

R 1 257 705.68

- R 134 401.86

DEC

2019

R 1 362 149.60

R 1 364 173.65

- R 2 024.08

JAN

2020

R 566 358.10

R 1 286 464.75

- R 720 106.65

FEB

2020

R 1 798 105.96

R 882 877.75

+ R 915 228.21

MAR

2020

R 1 303 795.45

R 1 734 125.04

- R 430 329.59

MAR BEQUEST

2020

R 4 604 457.00

-

+ R 4 604 457.00

R 17 376 405.76

R 15 093 452.02

TOTAL

***Note: chart excludes bequest of R4 604 457
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R2 282 953.74

CHAIRPERSON'S
REPORT
It has been an incredible year. It is a

It has definitely been a baptism of fire as

the trust I have in this team that I could

deliberate choice the word ‘incredible.’

the new chairperson and in some ways

sleep at night. I cannot express enough

We are all aware that 2020 will go down

rather strange as. we have been forced

my admiration for this staff. Their love,

as a year some of us would rather

to use remote communication though

commitment, discipline and team work

forget. It will definitely be remembered

Zoom meetings and hurried calls. Never

are truly remarkable. This sanctuary is a

for those eerily empty streets, strange

ideal and certainly challenging at times.

beacon of hope in a difficult time.

American presidents and of course the

Despite these difficulties we have

sorrow of closed businesses and loss of

carried on and managed to keep abreast

Looking forward I know that Woodside

loved ones. One may be excused for

of the situations confronting Woodside.

can achieve anything. I know that when
we through this pandemic we are set to

feeling that 2020 is a year we want to
forget hoping that 2021 will see a

I would also like to extend a warm thank

manage any challenges the future has in

vaccine and a return to normality.

you to the parents of Woodside

store.

However, on reflection, I cannot chase

Sanctuary. This has been an extremely

the feeling that this year has also been

difficult time for you all and your

To my board, thank you for your tireless

‘Incredible’ and that is due to entirely to

patience and support have been

service. I look forward to seeing you all

the staff at Woodside Sanctuary.

instrumental in facing this crisis. The

in person again where we can debate

board would like to extend our thank you

and plan our future. Thank you Kirsten

I would like to dedicate this report to the

to all your donations, continuation of

and your team. I would love to mention

incredible team at Woodside. To

payment despite financial stress, warm

every member of the Woodside team, as

absolutely everyone that despite the

support for the staff and the love you

I cannot separate one form the other in

difficulties have continued to dedicate,

have for our angels. Woodside can only

terms of commitment, devotion and

sacrifice and fight for this special place.

function as a team between caregivers

service.

In times of a global pandemic, this small

and parents. Thank you for putting your

NGO has shown other organisations and

trust in us.

This is a remarkable and incredible place
and I am so proud to be a part of it. The

even governments what should be done.
I truly believe that Woodside should be

Looking forward, we as a board have to

president of our nation spoke of the

used as a global model for other NGO’s

continue our focus on fund-raising in

need for ‘Ubuntu’ in these difficult times.

and healthcare facilities. From the very

these difficult times. We are very aware

Woodside Sanctuary brings this word to

beginning, Kirsten and her team had

that this will be ever more difficult in

life.

pre-empted any strike from Covid-19.

these uncertain times and we have to

They were able to procure PPE, raise

find ways to reach out to the broader

Inkosi ibe nani

money through a social awareness

public. Parents and Woodside members,

Mohau wa modimo o be le lona

campaign, do testing, create isolation

I urge you to keep spreading the good

God and peace be with you

zones, communicate with parents and

name of Woodside and to be

keep going with a smile despite all the

ambassadors for this very special place.

Sharon Ackerman

hardships they faced. It cannot be

If any of you saw the Jerusalema

Chairperson

underestimated how hard everyone has

challenge and the impact it had on social

November 2020

worked and how tirelessly they have

media, one can understand how publicity

struggled during this time. It has been

and making Woodside well-known name

hard for my board as we have had to

in the community is imperative to our

look on remotely but we could not have

fundraising efforts.

asked for a better team than those who
work at Woodside Sanctuary. Speaking

I would like to thank my board, the

on behalf of the board, thank you staff of

assistance of the outgoing chairperson

Woodside Sanctuary! No words can

Paul Kasango and Kirsten Williams and

adequately express how special you all

her team. This has been the most

are and how much you are appreciated

unusual year for me and it is only with
19.

WWW.WOODSIDE.CO.ZA
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@WOODSIDESANC

